Abstract
Introduction
Applying data prefetching on modest-sized bus-based multiprocessors is challenging. These machines are based on a cheap, but fixed and non-scalable organization, and have to cope with the ever growing CPU and memory requirements of new applications. They need to balance processor speed, cache sizes, bandwidth and final cost carefully. In this market so sensitive to cost, yet so performance-driven, cost-effective performance optimizations have a great interest.
Data prefetching has been proposed to hide read latencies in multiprocessors and uniprocessors. Software approaches can perform well whenever either the programmer or the compiler can provide or extract information about the access pattern of the data in the application [ 14, 16, 221 . However, they add extra instructions to the code, and their automatic application may not be easy. Hardware approaches may not predict so accurately the usefulness of the prefetched data, but they can dynamically decide when and what to prefetch. They look for regular sequential or non sequential patterns into the stream of memory references issued by the 1066-6192/01$10.00 0 2001 IEEE processor, or into the stream of consecutive references issued individually by each memory instruction (e.g. [ 5 , 6, 71) . Lately, proposals based on dependence analysis among memory instructions [4, 201 and on Markovian predictors [ 131 have been suggested for uniprocessors. Hybrid software/hardware schemes that decrease the instruction overhead and improve the accuracy of predictions have been proposed for multiprocessors [3, 271. However, prefetching in shared memory multiprocessors is prone to increasing memory traffic and false sharing. Furthermore, binding prefetch is an extremely conservative approach [ 101. These problems are particularly important in bus-based SMPs, due to their limited bandwidths [22, 231. Little work has been done in recent years to study the impact of prefetching on this kind of machines.
This paper focuses on how the number of processors and the memory access patterns influence the performance of sequential and non-sequential low-cost prefetching mechanisms in a busbased SMP. We examine a system with up to 32 processors based on a split-transaction bus, with two levels of cache (on-and offchip) and with prefetching tied to the first level. A subset of applications and kernels belonging to the SPLASH-2 suite is used as the workload [26] .
In the first part of the work we characterize memory access patterns from single load instructions as the processor count varies from 1 to 32. Results reveal the dominance of sequential traversals and, to a lesser extent, presence of stride accesses. Self-linked patterns, where a single load exhibits a recurrence relating its read data with its next address [15] , are almost absent in the used workload.
In the second part we compare four sequential and nonsequential prefetchers coupled to the on-chip cache against a Base system with no prefetch, again varying the number of processors from 1 to 32. The prefetcher based on the use of a Load Cache managed in a non-conventional way (only the loads missing in the data cache are inserted in it), appears to be a suitable prefetcher. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work while introducing key concepts on hardware prefetching. In Section 3, we study the access patterns present in the applications. In Section 4, we evaluate different hardware prefetching alternatives through a detailed simulation model. That section also introduces the performance model used to discuss the simulation results. In Section 5 conclusions are summarized, and a cost-effective prefetching mechanism is suggested for implementation.
Related work
SequentialprefetchirIg is a hardware-controlled mechanism that prefetches one or more consecutive blocks in a sequential way. Always, on-miss and tagged are classical variations differing in the required condition for issuing a lookup [21] . When ported to multiprocessors, it can increase false sharing and rise memory traffic [5, 6] . To simultaneously remove useless prefetches (lowering the required extra bandwidth) and advance the prefetch issue if it benefits the hit ratio, a variation named adaptive sequential prefetching adjusts dynamically the number of consecutive blocks being prefetched (degree ofprefetching) from zero to a maximum [5] .
Other proposals try to predict both sequential and nonsequential accesses. A Load Cache (LC) mechanism consists of a table relating the PC-address of a load instruction with its individual addressing behavior. Whenever a load that is not already in the LC is executed, an L C miss arises and it is inserted into the LC. Data addresses issued by that load in successive executions are tracked down, and once a pattern (sequential or stride) is recognized, the prefetch address will be computed and issued to the data cache when the load be executed again. The original proposal (Reference Prediction Unlike the conventional L C management, a Load Cache with on-miss inserfion (LCm) inserts in the table only those loads missing in the data cache, preventing high-locality loads from polluting the LCm [l I]. On-miss insertion net effect is twofold: it avoids useless cache lookups and achieves a very good space efficiency, usually outperforming the conventional LC. For instance, a LCm with 8 entries can perform even better than a conventional L C with 512 entries, but such advantages have not been verified in a multiprocessor system. The same work pointed out that activating sequential tagged prefetching in parallel with LCm (called LCms), can achieve the best results in many cases, since the spatial locality coming from an interleaving of several load streams can not be captured by an LC-based prefetcher.
Sequential and stride prefetching have been extensively studied on large-scale DSM [5, 6, 7] or bus-based SMP [3] . In most cases, processors and memory are connected through a multi-path interconnection network and therefore contention is assumed to be low. In particular, results in [6] show that sequential prefetching generally outperforms stride prefetching in a DSM environment, but it may increase memory traffic significantly. This hecomes a serious issue in bus-based SMPs. There are two well-known works on bus-based SMPs which use software prefetching [22, 231.
However, they consider only a single level of cache, and their simulations were performed on previous1 y-recorded address traces. Furthermore, all previous works use a fixed number of processors for a given application in their experiments, and they do not evaluate how its variation may affect the behavior of the prefetching algorithm. The length of memory accesses following a given pattern has been measured in [6] , but little systematic work on pattern characterization has taken into account the number of processors. Summarizing, we feel that an LCm equipped with stride and list pattern recognizers is worth trying on a bus-based multiprocessor, because of several reasons: it could press the cache and the memory far less than sequential prefetchers do, it can capture a rich set of patterns, and its implementation cost is low. On the other hand, when adding tagged sequential prefetching, LCms could outperform in particular applications requiring moderate bandwidth. Since bandwidth can become a limitation as the number of processors grows, we will consider its impact both on the addressing pattern distribution and the L C d L C m s performance.
Pattern Characterization
The prefetching techniques that we use strongly rely on the existence of predictable memory access patterns. As far as we know, there is no systematic study of such patterns in parallel applications as the number of processors varies. Therefore, we have analyzed load accesses for a subset of the SPLASH-2 suite [26] , using sequential and non-sequential pattern detectors. Table 1 shows the selected SPLASH-2 applications and some metrics for 16 processors. The applications have been targered to a MIPS-2 architecture and run until completion by using MINT, an execution driven simulator for multiprocessors [24] . Throughout the paper the analysis is constrained to the parallel section of the programs.
Workload and Methodology
SPLASH-2 programs have been classified into three classes according to the interaction between their data structures and access patterns and the cache lines, We refer lo these classes as: a ) Regular programs, based on contiguously allocated data structures (Ocean, FFT, LU, Radix and Cholesky), 6 ) Particle programs, based on particles, i.e. structures that can share the same cache line, and that are accessed by different processors (FMM, Barnes); and c) Irregular programs, with highly irregular data structures (Radiosity, Raytrace). The implementations of Ocean and LU used in 1251 corresponds to those specified here as Non Contiguous: main data sets are 2-dimensional arrays where subblocks are not contiguous in memory, Alternatively, Ocean and LU Contiguous implementations allocate data as arrays of subblocks, in order to reduce or even eliminate false sharing. Moreover, in the case of Ocean contiguous, a multigrid (instead of a SOR) solver is applied.
Measured Patterns
We have looked for five read patterns which can potentially be recognized by the prefetching techniques we will use later. Recognition has been done by tracking for each single load the recurrence conditions indicated in Table 2 , where Ai is the address Moreover, we have measured sequence lengths, whose distribution is considered in detail in subsection 3.4. Sequence length is defined as the number of consecutive addresses observing a recurrence with a constant parameter. As an example, the address stream ..., 10,4,68, 132, 196, 100, ... contains a sequence of length 3, since the 3 balded addresses differ from the previous ones in the constant stride 64. The minimum length we detect is 2, corresponding to 2 parameter repetitions. Figure 1 shows the pattern distribution of all load addresses for 16 processors. For each program we show two bars. In the left bar all sequences of length greater or equal than 2 have been included.
Pattern Distribution
In the right bar, the first two references of any sequence have been excluded and counted in the NR group (see explanation in 3.4).
A remarkable point is the practical absence of the PTR and IND pattems in the whole set of programs, with measured percentages always falling under 0.1%. This agree with previous characterizations available for uniprocessor applications1. Consequently, when experimenting later with LC-based prefetchers, we shall not include ?TR and IND pattern detectors.
To a large extent, the results mirror the features of the application data structures. Thus, regular programs have a large fraction of SEQ pattern and -excluding Radix-a low fraction of NR accesses (9.7% in average). In contrast SEQ is very uncommon in the other two classes of programs. Moreover, contiguous implementations of LU and Ocean prove to increase the percentage of SEQ pattern: in LU this increase adds regularity (the NR group decreases) and in Ocean STR disappears and SEQ increases but the overall regularity remains unchanged.. Barnes and FMM are particle programs and most structures are linked lists. Nevertheless, a significant amount of the STR, SEQ and SCA patterns appear in FMM, because of the loops in its code that access I-dimensional global arrays sequentially, and a 2-dimensional global array following the STR pattem. Moreover, the compiler unrolls loops, converting many sequential accesses to arrays into STR accesses. In Barnes, integer and float global variables are frequently loaded inside a recursive function that performs the core computations, contributing in a remarkable way (76.2%) to the SCA pattern. Finally, NR accesses are significant in particle and irregular programs (25% in average), suggesting the existence of more complex patterns which will presumably not be exploitable from simple LC-based prefetchers.
In addition to 16-processors runs, we have performed simulations for I-, 2-, 4-, 8-, and 32-processors runs. We have found that for most applications, the sum of the loads executed by all processors remains constant or increases only slightly with the number of processors. In addition, the weights of the patterns observed do not change when we vary the number of processors.
The only exceptions are Cholesky and Radix. In these applications, the sum of the loads increases with the number of processors (Figure2). In Cholesky it can be observed a slight transfer from SEQ to STR (ending with a 2% stride for 32 proc.) and a remarkable increase in the number of scalar loads (a factor 20x from 1 to 32 proc.). In Radix, when adding processors, the additional loads split equal between SCA and SEC patterns increase. Even though SEQ percentage decreases sharply (from 85.2% for 1 processor to 22.8% for 32), note that the increasing Poll-scalar accesses come from only two scalar loads, so the influence of this scalar stream over a LC-based prefetcher should be negligible.
-The goal of Radix algorithm is to sort N integers or keys (of B bits using a radix R. The algorithm proceeds in ((BR) + 1) phases or iterations, and each itmation has several steps. In each iteration, a processor has to sort N/Nprocs keys. In the first step each processor uses a local data structure of R entries to compute an histogram -this step is the main responsible of the high NR pattern, since the visiting of entries does not follow any pattern-.
Next, it traverses this local structure to accumulate the values in order to form the local accumulative histogram. In the second step, the local histograms are accumulated again into a global histogram. The parallel algorithm used requires log2Nprocs stages to compute a global histogram from the local ones. The amount of work in this second step depends on the size of the radix (which is the size of the histograms) and on the number of processors. Finally, the global histograms are used to copy the keys to the sorted position in the output array. Thus, when increasing the processor count, the instructions devoted to do the histogram reduction -which follow These two applications have a high communication-tocomputation ratio: each processor communicates some locallycomputed data to the rest of the processors:
-In Cholesky, in each iteration of the outermost loop, a processor computes the pivot element of the diagonal and forwards it to the rest of processors. It has a similar structure and partitioning to the LU factorization kernel, but it is not globally synchronized between steps, and the consumer processors wait for the pivot spinning on two scalar variables. Consequently, processors do not synchronize only using synchronization variables: they also synchronize by polling on regular variables. In our simulations, we are able to identify the synchronization variables, and any spinning on them appears as a single load in our bars. However, all the loads caused by the polling on regular variables are counted, and appear in the bars as part of the Scalar pattern. To separate these polling loads from ordinary (regular and synchronizing) loads, we break down the Scalar category into Poll-scalar and Ord-scalar, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 2 the effect of such polling loads heavily affect the pattern distribution as Nprocs increase from 1 to 32 processors. Therefore, in applications where a significant overhead is added as the processor count grows (communication and synchronization), the relative weight of patterns can vary. In turn this can lead to applications that benefits from a prefetch predictor when executing in a few processors, but which may not benefit when executing with more processors. We feel this consideration is important, since applications obtained from sequential algorithms through automatic parallelism extraction easily could fall in this class of poor-scalability applications.
Sequence Length
LC-based prefetching is hardly useful if sequence lengths are short, due to the learning time devoted to get confidence. If we consider a state machine that only issue a prediction after two parameter repetitions, the captured pattem distribution changes as plotted in the right bar of each program in Figure 1 . The overall regularity (SCA+SEQ+STR) decreases for all programs (1 5.1 % loss in average), being noticeable the 45.9% loss in capturing the SEQ pattern of LU-non.
A finer analysis appears in Table3 in FMM and length 3 (67% SEQ-32) in LU-non. As a rule, SEQ patterns perform longer sequences than the STR ones and 32B strides usually dominate over shorter ones. Note that sequential tagged prefetching could yield good results here, because it can capture SEQ patterns coming from smalllength sequences which will not be fully profited by an LC-based predictor.
We now consider varying the number of processors. The number of loads executed by each processor decreases when the processor count increases. This is true even for the communicationintensive applications Cholesky and Radix. This reduction in the number of loads per processor could cause a reduction in the sequence lengths. If this was the case, an LC-based prefetch mechanism would be less useful as we increase the number of processors executing the application. However, simulations with 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 processors show only small differences (see next Section for details). This observation means that the length of the traversals in the data structures where prefetch is effective changes relatively little with the number of processors. As a result, the behavior of the prediction mechanism depends little on the processor count.
Hardware Prefetching Evaluation
Results in the previous Section constitute a reference, regarding the benefit we can expect from applying hardware prefetching mechanisms based on address predictors. In this Section we will evaluate four low-cost hardware prefetching mechanisms on a nonideal bus-based system.
Base System
The system model we have considered is outlined in Figure 3 , detailed for a single processor. We simulate a system with 800 MHz RISC processors, that execute a MIPS-I1 ISA, where each 
System with prefetch
The Address Predictor (AP) and the Prefetch Address Buffer (PAbuf) make up the prefetch subsystem. We consider the following four Address Predictors: I ) Ts is the sequential tagged prefetching described in [21] , 2) LC stands for a sequential and stride predictor based on a conventional Load Cache [2], 3) LCm is a Load Cache with on-miss insertion [ l I] and finally, 4 ) LCms is a Load Cache with on-miss insertion plus the sequential tagged operating in parallel. As suggested in the previous Section we not add any list prediction ability due to the practical inexistence of the right patterns.
The modeled Prefetch Subsystem works as follows. According to the internals of each address predictor, a particular stream of prefetch lookups is issued to the first level. Dedicated ports allow CPU demands and prefetches to proceed in parallel. A hit ends up the prefetching activity, whereas a miss (both in CWB and L l ) pushes the predicted address in the PAbuf, which will contend (with the lowest priority) for the only port of the second level. No other prefetch request is issued to the second level until the previous one is serviced. A block prefetched from the Bus is loaded in both cache levels. 
Workload and Methodology
We have focused on two kernels (FFT and Radix) and four applications (FMM, Radiosity, Ocean and Ocean-non). As we concentrate on the effects of data prefetching, we disregard the time or bandwidth invested in instruction processing, as in other related works (e.g. [6, 14, 231) . We have arranged the experiments into two sets: Set I models a system that strongly presses the memory system, while Set 2 matches cache sizes closer to current organizations (see Table 5 ), WSI and WS2 are respectively the primary and secondary working sets stated in [26] for 32 processors. The size ratio between levels is 1:16 for Set 1 and 1:32 for Set 2. 
Performance model
In order to consider the prefetching activity over two cache memory levels, we will use the performance model displayed in Note that by adding the two from M miss ratios (demand and prefetch) we obtain the main memory requests per read reference, or Main Memory Irajjic ratio from now on. On the other hand, the total bar length (LI demandtprefetch miss ratio) equals the L2 requests per read reference, or LZ frafic rurio. Finally, the number P/N on the left is the number of prefetch requests per every 100 loads, a measure of the lookup pressure on Ll. This performance model helps to analyze the success of a given prefetch system -decreasing execution time-by highlighting three important goals that must be balanced: a ) to achieve a low LI demand miss ratio; b) to keep the L2 traffic ratio low, and c) to keep the Main Memory trafjc ratio low. Moreover, long left-hand bars will indicate a very active prefetcher; in that case, useless areas must be considered carefully. For a given prefetcher, when a right bar appears shifted to the left, with respect to the bar without prefetching, it means that the prefetcher reduces L1 demand miss ratio.
Results
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8 4 4.5.1. Base System. Simulation results for the system without prefetching are shown in Table 6 (L1 demand miss ratio) and Figure 5 (Speedup, average read access time T, -in CPU cycles-and bus utilization BU). The number of processors ranges from 1 to 32. It can be observed that the operating point in Set 1 has been selected in order to get substantial miss ratios. Rising the number of processors, BU almost saturates in several cases, particularly in F M M and Ocean. By contrast, miss ratios and B U are much lower in Set 2. T, increases with the number of processors in most cases, because more processors compete for the same number of memory banks. The progressive saturation of the bus dominates the effect of having a greater global cache size when we have more processors. We have also calculated the invalidation rates with respect to the total number of memory references, for each program and varying the number of processors. Differences are negligible when prefetching is applied, and we will not devote further attention to them. The Base system miss ratios (Table 6) , shows a marked stability with independence of the processor count. This allow us to concentrate in a 16 processor system to analyze the miss ratios of the whole set of prefetching alternatives.
Discussion of Prefetching Alternatives.Firstly, we
will analyze the miss ratios of the four prefetching alternatives considered against the Base system for 16 processors ( Figure 6 ). Let Figure l) , where traffic from L2 to L1 due to prefetching is similar and high for these prefetchers. Now, let us focus on the performance of prefetchers against the LCms, which combines requests from two Base System. Table7 shows the speedups relative to the Base predictors, usually makes the highest pressure on L1 (P/N). Relations between pattern distribution and performance can be clearly observed only in certain cases. Thus, in the two programs with the higher percentage of stride pattern (FMM and Ocean Non, Table 2 ), either LCm, LCms or both achieve stronger reductions in demand miss ratio and perform always better than Ts (Table 6 ).
In Ocean -the application with a higher percentage of sequential pattern-Ts eliminates more demand misses, but outperforms LCm and LCms only in 4 over 10 cases, yet differences in the speedups relative to the Base System (Table 7) are often negligible.
For the other three applications, these relations are not so clear. Looking at LCm and LCms, one of the two is the best prefetcher in 83% of cases, improving performance with respect to the Base System in 70% of cases. LCm, LCms and Ts yield negative speedups respectively in 8.3%, 9% and 12% of cases. There are 5 cases (3%) where all prefetchers degrade performance respect to the Base System.
Summing up, if we take the best one from LCm and LCms in each case, we obtain in average relative speedups of 9.97%, 5.03%, 2.54% and 0.43% for 4, 8, 16, and 32 processors respectively, where Ts yields 9.25%, 4%, 0.17% and -5.22%.
The implementation cost of LCms is less than 24 B per LC entry [l 11, totalizing less than 400 B, plus the control logic, and a bit per L1 line for supporting Ts. This represents a little cost regarding the cache sizes we have dealt with in Set 1, and a negligible one considering the (more realistic) sizes used in Set 2. Consequently, we believe it is worth incorporating a LCms mechanism, where the sequential tagged predictor could be disconnected by software. In those cases where the sequential prefetcher gets disengaged there will be some unused hardware, but of very low cost.
Conclusions
We have analyzed in this paper a number of cost-effective hardware prefetching techniques that can succeed in a bus-based SMP, a platform where prefetching must be applied with care, due to the particular features of the organization. We have used a subset of the SPLASH2 suite as workload, firstly performing a characterization of the memory access patterns followed by loads.
The pattern breakdown reveals a practical absence of list and chained index patterns, a dominance of sequential traversals, and meaningful presence of stride accesses. The non recognized fraction of accesses is big enough (for some applications) to indicate that further research is needed on new cost-effective pattern recognizers. Although there were sparse comments in the literature, we have observed for the first time the persistence of the patterns when ranging from 1 to 32 processors, although with some exceptions in applications with a high communication-tocomputation ratio. This implies that the dynamics of loads scarcely varies as the problem is spawned on more processors. A similar conclusion arises when studying the sequence lengths of memory accesses that follow a pattern: they concentrate on one or at most two values, which also hold when varying the number of processors.
These results give an idea of what can be expected from the use of prefetching. Sequential tagged and LC-based prefetching should improve performance in programs with long lengths of sequence and significant presence of sequential or stride patterns, scaling performance as the number of processors increase. Non-sequential predictors like those proposed in [4, 20] could be useful in particle and irregular programs, but they need a considerable amount of hardware investment in their current forms -more research is needed in this sense-and they would provide little benefit when sequential or stride patterns dominate.
We have tested four cost-effective hardware prefetching approaches against a system with no prefetch, varying the number of processors from 1 to 32. Two experimental sets have been arranged for a two-level cache system: Set 1 for modeling a system where cache memories are highly pressed; Set 2 for modeling a system where cache sizes approach those in current configurations. Memory access is not ideal because we model a split-transaction bus working with an 8-way interleaved memory.
Relative results among the different prefetchers do not vary significantly neither with the number of processors nor with regard to the cache sizes (Set 1 or Set 2). LCms appears to be a suitable prefetcher, even though it degrades performance in some cases where bus utilization is near saturation and any moderate increase in the traffic negatively affects global performance.
Observing results from LCm and LCms together, we suggest considering an LCms mechanism where sequential prefetching can be activated or disconnected by software when compiling or by the programmer. Taking the best from the two prefetchers, we obtain in average relative speedups of 9.97%, 5.03%, 2.54% and 0.43% for 4, 8, 16, and 32 processors respectively, at a truly low cost, considering a bus with a reasonable bandwidth for a modern modest-sized bus-based multiprocessor, where a traditional sequential prefetcher yields 9.25%, 4%, 0.17% and -5.22%.
